PART FOURTH — ՈՒՄԲ ՀՈՒՅՐԻՄՆԵՐ
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ABBREVIATIONS

a. = adjective
abl. = ablative
ac. = accusative
adv. = adverb
c. = century
cl. = classic
cnj. = conjunction
conjug. = conjugation
dat. = dative
deciar. = declension
frq. = frequentative verb
gen. = genitive
i. = intransitive verb
imp. = impersonal verb
inst. = instrumental
int. = intensive verb
intj. = interjection
n. = noun
neg. = negative
p. = participle
pll. = plural
postp. = postposition
pp. = perfect participle
pref. = prefix
prep. = preposition
pron. = pronoun
pss. = passive verb
rec. = reciprocal verb
refl. = reflexive verb
s. = singular
sf. = suffix
t. = transitive verb
v = verb

Note 1: The numbers refer to the paragraphs in the grammar.
Note 2: The verbs in -<g>l<e>, appear with the pronounced <g> which unusually is not written — except for syllabification. This is the case for some other words also.